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ABSTRACT 

 

In the past few decades, huge heavy oil reserves have been discovered around the world. 

Due to its high carbon intensity and high viscosity, heavy oil recovery after a primary 

production process remains still low. In this case, various enhanced oil recovery (EOR) 

techniques have been developed and utilized to exploit such huge heavy oil reserves with 

limited success. At present, the commonly used methods for heavy oil recovery are based 

on thermal and solvent injections, which have significant limitations such as high energy 

consumptions, large CO2 emissions, and low production rates. On the other hand, the 

popularity of enzymes in industries, including petroleum engineering, is significantly 

increasing due to their advantages, such as safety, environmental friendliness, and high 

efficiency. As such, the enzymes may have the potential to eliminate the disadvantages 

associated with the current EOR techniques used for heavy oil reservoirs; however, few 

attempts have been made to experimentally and numerically evaluate the enzyme-assisted 

hot waterflooding performance in a heavy oil reservoir under various conditions. 

 

In this study, an enzyme solution is prepared and used to displace heavy oil in sandpacked 

experiments at elevated temperatures, during which pressures and fluid productions are 

continuously monitored and measured under various conditions. It is found from the 

displacement experiments that temperature imposes a significant impact on heavy oil 
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recovery, and enzyme also positively contributes to heavy oil recovery for most scenarios. 

In particular, the temperature of 45°C and enzyme concentration of 0.25 wt% (i.e., 

Scenario #2) yields the highest incremental oil recovery of 2.69% per porous volume (PV) 

injection, while oil recovery is positively affected by increasing enzyme concentration. 

Subsequently, numerical simulation is performed to identify the recovery mechanisms by 

reproducing the experimental measurements including pressure drop with oil and water 

production as input constraints, during which relative permeability curves are tuned. The 

simulated profiles with respect to residual oil saturation, displacing fluid saturation, and 

pressure are analyzed and compared. In addition, sensitivity analyses with respect to 

different temperatures and different slug sizes of enzyme injection are further performed. 

It is observed from the simulated results that a larger slug size of enzyme yields a higher 

ultimate oil recovery, revealing a positive effect of increasing the amount of injected 

enzyme. The ultimate recovery factor also continuously increases as the temperature 

increases from 20.0℃ to 53.3℃, then firstly decreases at 61.7℃ at which the effect of 

enzyme injection on EOR is found to suddenly reduce, leading to the most appropriate 

reservoir temperature range for the selected enzyme to be 45℃-55℃. Compared to the 

traditional waterflooding mechanisms, the enzyme-assisted hot waterflooding process 

shows its considerable potential in heavy oil recovery by means of reducing oil viscosity, 

altering wettability, and reducing interfacial tension. 
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CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Heavy Oil Recovery Techniques 

With the increasing energy consumption worldwide and the rapid depletion of 

conventional oil reserves, heavy oil resources play an increasingly important role to meet 

the energy demands due to their huge quantities (Hein, 2006). At present, huge heavy oil 

reserves have been discovered around the world, among which over 80% of heavy oil and 

bitumen resources are located in Venezuela, Canada, and the USA (Hein, 2006). Due to 

the high carbon intensity and viscosity of heavy oil, however, the oil remaining in 

reservoirs after a primary recovery process is usually very high (e.g., up to 90% of the 

original oil in place (OOIP) of heavy oil resources in Western Canada (Farouq Ali and 

Thomas, 2000)), which requires more efforts and energy to enhance heavy oil recovery 

compared with the conventional oils. As a result, the major challenge associated with 

enhanced heavy oil recovery (EHOR) is to ensure economical and eco-friendly production 

manners (Bayestehparvin et al., 2019).  

 

At present, the existing EHOR methods are mainly based on thermal and solvent injections, 

including steam flooding, cyclic steam stimulation (CSS), steam assisted gravity drainage 

(SAGD), and cyclic solvent injection (CSI). Practically, limitations are usually associated 

with these traditional recovery techniques, e.g., excessive heat losses, large water and 
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energy consumptions, high CO2 emissions, and low production rates (Arhuoma et al., 

2009a; Shah et al., 2010; Zhou and Yang, 2017). Thus, novel EHOR techniques are desired 

for such huge heavy oil reserves in the future while minimizing the associated 

disadvantages and limitations. 

 

Extensive efforts have been made to evaluate performance of waterflooding and its 

modifications including hot waterflooding, low salinity waterflooding, and chemical 

flooding in heavy oil reservoirs. Physically, waterflooding overcomes most of the 

aforementioned limitations of the thermal- or solvent-based methods with an acceptable 

oil recovery when viscosity is lower than a certain value (Mai and Kantzas, 2009). For 

example, favourable field applications of waterflooding have been reported in a heavy oil 

reservoir with oil viscosity of 1200-1600 cP in the Western Canada (Miller, 2006). In 

addition to the common oil recovery mechanisms associated with waterflooding, such as 

emulsification, pressure maintenance, and gravity drainage (Miller, 2006), the addition of 

heat (i.e., hot water) and chemical agents in the water stream leads to more divergent and 

promising recovery mechanisms (e.g., mobility ratio control, interfacial tension (IFT) 

reduction, and wettability alteration) (Li et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2019). As such, water-

based methods shall have a great potential on enhancing heavy oil recovery, while 

extensive efforts are needed to evaluate and select novel agents for such an EHOR process. 
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1.2 Enzyme Applications 

In the past few decades, enzymes, as novel organic agents with high molecular weights, 

have shown increasing applications in many industries, such as the biofuel industry (Sun 

and Cheng, 2002), brewing industry (Briggs, 1998), food industry (Alkorta et al., 1998; 

Tarté, 2008), molecular biology (Stryer et al., 2002), manufacturing industry (Kirk et al., 

2002), and pharmaceutical industry (Begley et al., 1990). With its specific catalytic 

functions for many bio-chemical activities and its friendliness to environment, enzyme has 

been proved with its promising prospects in various sectors of the petroleum industry, such 

as enzyme breakers (i.e., filter cake removal) in horizontal well drilling (Stanley et al., 

1999; Cobianco et al., 2007), hydraulic fracturing (Moore et al., 1996; Battistel et al., 

2011), and enzyme enhanced oil recovery (EEOR) processes (Liu and Zhang, 2011; Jain 

and Sharma, 2012). 

 

Laboratory experiments and field pilots have shown that enzyme has its preferential oil 

recovery mechanisms, including heavy oil degradation (Kotlar et al., 2007; Ott et al., 

2011), wettability alteration (Jain and Sharma, 2012), IFT reduction (Ott et al., 2011; Jain 

and Sharma, 2012; Shi et al., 2021), oil emulsification (Feng et al., 2007), and mobility 

control (Ott et al., 2011). Enzyme can be either absorbed on rock surface or dissolved in 

water phase, which provides more favorable conditions to fulfill the aforementioned 

mechanisms under reservoir conditions (Jain and Sharma, 2012). Moreover, enzyme has 
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been proved with its good EOR potential in various reservoirs such as low permeability 

reservoirs (Liu and Zhang, 2011), conventional reservoirs (Jain and Sharma, 2012), and 

heavy oil reservoirs (Feng et al., 2009). In addition, enzymes have been tested with good 

EOR performance under a wide range of formation water salinity (Feng et al., 2007; 

Morgan et al., 2020a) and reservoir temperature (Feng et al., 2007). Also, it has been found 

that enzyme could potentially be used as an effective additive for different EOR processes 

including cold heavy oil production, CSS, waterflooding, and CO2 or nitrogen injection 

(Ott et al., 2011). So far, no comprehensive studies have been made to evaluate the 

contribution of enzyme and its recovery mechanisms for heavy oil reservoirs under various 

conditions.  

 

Compared with conventional oils, there still exist more technical challenges associated 

with both economic and environmental-friendly recovery manners in heavy oil reservoirs, 

while enzyme can be a promising candidate to tackle such challenges. In practice, it has 

been reported that enzyme can be used to effectively degrade the high paraffin crude oil 

(Kotlar et al., 2007); however, there are still limited research on the applications of enzyme 

to heavy oil recovery (Wang et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2021). Therefore, it is of fundamental 

and practical significance to evaluate the enzyme-assisted EHOR processes and identify 

the underlying recovery mechanisms under various conditions. 
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1.3 Objective of This Study 

The major objective of this study is to experimentally and numerically evaluate the 

enzyme-assisted hot waterflooding processes on enhancing heavy oil recovery and to 

identify the underlying recovery mechanisms. The specific tasks of this study are listed as 

follows: 

1). To perform displacement experiments with enzyme-assisted hot waterflooding 

processes under different temperatures of 20°C, 45°C, and 70°C as well as 

enzyme solution concentrations of 0.25 wt% and 1.00 wt%; 

2). To compare the oil recovery factors of the different experimental scenarios and 

optimize experimental conditions for maximizing the enzyme-assisted hot 

waterflooding performance;  

3). To perform numerical simulations for reproducing the aforementioned 

experimental measurements and identifying the underlying recovery mechanisms; 

and 

4). To perform sensitivity analyses and examine the factors dominating the enzyme-

assisted hot waterflooding processes. 

 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis  

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the topic of this study and the 

major research tasks, while Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature review with 
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respect to fundamentals of EHOR together with enzyme properties and its applications in 

the oil and gas industry. Chapter 3 details the displacement experiments together with 

flooding scenarios under different temperatures and enzyme concentrations. In Chapter 4, 

numerical simulations are performed to reproduce the experimental measurements and 

identify the underlying recovery mechanisms in addition to sensitivity analyses. Lastly, 

Chapter 5 summarizes the major findings achieved in this study and provides 

recommendations for the further research related to this topic. 
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CHAPTER 2  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Heavy Oil Recovery Techniques 

2.1.1 Waterflooding 

Waterflooding increases oil-production rate through water injection into a reservoir by 

increasing its pressure to the initial level, the oil is then displaced from the pore spaces 

under such a condition. The earliest systematical utilization of waterflooding technique 

can be dated back to 1920s in Pennsylvania, where the produced water was reinjected into 

porous and permeable subsurface formations (Fettke, 1938). Although the traditional 

waterflooding can overcome most of the aforementioned disadvantages from thermal- or 

solvent-based EOR methods (e.g., high energy consumptions, high greenhouse gas 

emissions, and high probability of hazards), it is not suitable for heavy oil when its 

viscosity is higher than certain value, which makes it hard to be displaced by brine (Miller, 

2006; Ding et al., 2019). Therefore, attempts which focused on modifying chemical 

properties of the injected water have been made to improve the performance of 

waterflooding in heavy oil reservoirs as well as other unconventional oil reservoirs in the 

past decades (Bidhendi et al., 2018). Other representative waterflooding techniques are 

summarized as follows: 
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(1) Hot waterflooding 

Hot waterflooding is proved to be effective in improving the recovery factor by reducing 

the mobility ratio between water and oil (Ding et al., 2019; Mokheimer et al., 2019); 

however, literatures show that pure hot water injection has a much lower efficiency for 

heavy oil reservoirs. A numerical study shows that the recovery factor by hot 

waterflooding is only half of that by steam flooding (Mozaffari et al., 2013); a history-

matched simulation for hot waterflooding conducted by Jamaloei and Singh (2016) even 

obtained a lower performance than cold waterflooding in a low-temperature reservoir. 

Such an unfavourable performance is mainly ascribed to (1) the rapid heat loss of hot water; 

and (2) the high dependence of the associated performance on the reservoir characteristics 

(Jamaloei and Singh, 2016). Thus, pure hot waterflooding is not applicable for heavy oil 

recovery. 

 

(2) Low salinity waterflooding 

Low salinity waterflooding (LSW) is a variation of waterflooding during which salinity of 

the injected water is much lower than that of the formation water (Sheng, 2014). The 

proposed mechanisms for improving oil recovery by low salinity are fines migration (Tang 

and Morrow, 1999), osmosis pressure effects (Sandengen et al., 2016), multi-component 

ion exchange (Buckley et al., 2013), and adsorption of ions with adsorbed organic matter 

(Austad et al., 2010). It was firstly confirmed by Yildiz and Morrow (1996) that the brine 
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salinity could affect the oil recovery of waterflooding. Zhang et al. (2007) observed a 

higher pressure drop when the salinity of injected brine is reduced, while Webb et al. (2005) 

proved that the LSW would be effective only if the salinity of the injection brine is as low 

as 4000 ppm. Yousef et al. (2011) reported that the wettability can be altered to more 

water-wet in carbonates during the LSW processes. Experiments have been performed to 

prove that the increase in elasticity of crude oil/water interface results in a positive effect 

on recovery factor (Bidhendi et al., 2018). It is found that oil recovery is inversely 

proportional to salinity of the injected fluid according to the field waterflooding profile in 

Wyoming (Robertson, 2007). It was reported that an increment of 15.11% of OOIP in a 

heavy oil reservoir was achieved by utilizing the LSW compared with traditional 

waterflooding (Abdullah et al., 2017). Since the LSW technique can greatly improve the 

recovery factor of the heavy oil than conventional waterflooding and hot waterflooding, 

increasing attentions have been directed to its potential application during the last decade 

(Morrow and Buckley, 2011). 

 

(3) Additive-assisted waterflooding 

Waterflooding techniques can be conveniently assisted by many additives (e.g., 

nanoparticle and enzyme) due to its advantage of easy implementation. The idea of 

additive-assisted waterflooding was firstly proposed by Burger et al. (1985), who 

theoretically confirmed the feasibility of assisting hot waterflooding in a heavy oil 
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reservoir by varying the water salinity, which was then experimentally proved by Abass 

and Fahmi (2013). Extensive efforts have been made to screen and select the potential 

additives to assist hot waterflooding in both laboratory and field cases during the last 

decade. Al Maskari et al. (2019) introduced the 1-pentanol (i.e., an alcohol) with a low 

concentration in high-salinity carbonate reservoirs, showing that wettability of the oil-

brine-carbonate system was shifted to more water-wet, which cannot be achieved by both 

chemical and water injection. Hussain et al. (2013) proposed a “fines-assisted 

waterflooding” technique to experimentally improve the displacement efficiency by 

controlling fine migration during the LSW process. Ding et al. (2019) performed 

displacement experiments utilizing two types of nanoparticles as the additives in the LSW 

process, while the oil recovery factor was found to be increased by 7.2% compared to that 

of pure brine flooding. According to the solvent-assisted waterflooding experiments using 

sandstone and carbonate cores conducted with CO2-saturated and diethyl ether (DEE)-

saturated water by AlZayer et al. (2019), the DEE-saturated water is found to be more 

effective in both types of cores without any plugging issues. 

 

It can be concluded from the literatures that the recovery mechanisms of the additives in 

waterflooding process include reducing IFT (Ding et al., 2019), altering rock wettability 

(Al Maskari et al., 2019), improving reservoir permeability (Hussain et al., 2013), and 

reducing oil viscosity (Abass and Fahmi, 2013; Shi et al., 2021). Due to the ability of 
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mitigating the limitations of different EHOR methods, extensive laboratory experiments 

have been conducted to evaluate the waterflooding performance with various additives. 

 

2.1.2 Thermal-based methods 

Thermal-based EOR methods such as CSS and SAGD are widely used to recover the vast 

unconventional oil resources (i.e., heavy oil, extra-heavy oil, and bitumen) with the 

characteristics of low API gravity, high viscosity, and high asphaltenes content (Hascakir, 

2017). The principle of such effective thermal EOR methods is to greatly reduce the oil 

viscosity and mobility with the addition of heat energy (Prats, 1982; Raicar and Procter, 

1984). The heat energy required for thermal-based EOR can be generated either at the 

surface or in-situ, among which the processes (e.g., hot water and steam injection) that 

heat generating at the surface have wider applications due to their higher reliability 

(Sarathi and Olsen, 1992). So far, the approaches of thermal-based EHOR can be 

summarized as follows: 

 

(1) CSS 

Currently, CCS has been one of the major EHOR methods to increase oil production in 

heavy oil reservoirs. The CSS process starts with injecting steam into a well for a period 

of time, reducing oil viscosity and mobility ratio with the increase of reservoir temperature. 

After injecting an appropriate amount of steam, the well is then shut down for a period of 
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time until the thermal energy is spread into the reservoir, where the oil is finally diluted 

and pushed out by the injected steam during the production stage. Such a cycle restarts 

when the production rate decreases significantly, and can be repeated until the economic 

limit is reached (Mokheimer et al., 2019). Wu et al. (2017) studied the factors which 

influence gas breakthrough during CSS processes in an offshore heavy oil reservoir, while 

a gas breakthrough coefficient depending on permeability, reservoir thickness, and 

pressures of injectors and producers is proposed. The artificial neural network (ANN) 

algorithm is employed for predicting the steam injection rate, durations of each stage, and 

number of production cycles during CSS processes, significantly improving the 

performance of a CSS pilot conducted in a heavy oilfield (Sun and Ertekin, 2017). 

 

CSS technique has the advantage of rapid pay-out during early production, which makes 

it to be widely employed for EHOR since 1959 in Eastern Venezuela (Alvarez and Han, 

2013). However, such a method has large energy consumption but low oil recovery factors 

(i.e., usually ranging from 10% to 20%) (Batycky et al., 1997), which are especially 

unsuitable for heavy oil reservoirs (Ding et al., 2019). 

 

(2) SAGD 

Since its invention, the SAGD process has been widely used in the Canadian heavy oil 

reservoirs (Bulter et al., 1981). The SAGD technique is utilized to inject high-pressure 
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steam into the upper horizontal well, which reduces the oil viscosity, and then the heated 

oil is drained down to the lower production wells by gravity (Mokheimer et al., 2019). 

Hosseini et al., (2017) examined the effect of fracture properties (i.e., fracture orientation, 

fracture permeability, and fracture spacing) on the performance of SAGD through 

experiments and the CMG-STARS module. It can be concluded that the increase of 

fracture permeability can improve oil production, whereas the existence of horizontal 

fractures would reduce oil production (Hosseini et al., 2017). Ma et al., (2017) used 

artificial intelligence approaches to predict and improve performance of the SAGD 

processes. By co-injecting solvents into the steam stream during SAGD processes, a 

significant increment of oil production has been observed (Bera and Babadagli, 2015). It 

is reported that the SAGD technique is especially suited for carbonate reservoirs with 

heavy oil (Hosseini et al., 2017); however, such an EHOR method is energy-intensive and 

unsuitable for shallow reservoirs (i.e., less than 915 m) and corresponding improvements 

are still needed due to the physical constraints (Mokheimer et al., 2019). 

 

(3) In Situ Combustion (ISC) 

Although the ISC process was proposed in the 1950s, it has only been implemented in 

field-scale applications for EHOR since 1990s (Koottungal, 2008). The thermal energy 

required for an ISC process is generated underground, during which adequate compressed 

air or oxygen is injected into an oil reservoir to induce the in-situ oxidation of oil 
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components. Such oxidation reactions are accompanied with a mass of thermal energy 

generation and significantly increase reservoir temperature. Consequently, the air-

hydrocarbon mixture is ignited and a combustion front is formed, which displaces the oil 

in the reservoir towards the production well (Ursenbach et al., 2010; Glatz et al., 2011). 

By examining the effect of different components of the injected air on oil production, 

Adewusi and Greaves (1991) found that the oxygen content of 35% yields the highest 

overall oil recovery, but a large oxygen content (e.g., 100%) leads to a negative effect on 

oil production. According to the ISC experiments with addition of nanoparticles, it is 

observed that the rate of combustion is improved and a better combustion front is generated 

(Rezaei et al., 2013; Amanam and Kovscek, 2017). In the field, the toe-to-heel air injection 

(THAI) was utilized to achieve favourable oil recovery (Tabasinejad et al., 2006). 

Compared with other thermal-based methods, the ISC process can achieve a higher overall 

oil recovery factor and is easier for adapting to different reservoir conditions (Bousaid and 

Ramey, 1968). However, it has several significant limitations, i.e., (1) enormous 

consumption of energy and a large number of hydrocarbon components, which is 

uneconomical and not environmentally friendly; (2) difficulty in controlling the ISC 

process since the main reactions occur underground; and (3) high probability of hazards 

(e.g., uncontrolled oxygen breakthrough) (Mokheimer et al., 2019). 
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2.1.3 Solvent-based methods 

The solvents (e.g., alkane solvents, CO2, flue gas, and dimethyl ether (DME)) have been 

used for oil recovery since 1960s. The conventional applications of solvents are mainly 

aimed at reducing oil viscosity, breaking emulsions, and removing insoluble solids (Gates 

and Caraway, 1971). There has been an increasing number of studies that utilize alkane 

solvents, CO2, flue gas, and DME in EHOR during the past decades (Li et al., 2012; 2013a; 

2013b; 2017a; Sun et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2016; Bayestehparvin et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 

2022). The major solvent-based EHOR methods are summarized as follows: 

 

(1) Vapor extraction (VAPEX) 

The key principle of an effective VAPEX process is the diffusion/dispersion of the injected 

solvents (e.g., methane, CO2, and propane) into heavy oil reservoirs, which reduce oil 

viscosity and mobilize the diluted oil towards the production wells (Li and Yang, 2016; Li 

et al., 2017b; Shi et al., 2017; Jang et al., 2018; Bayestehparvin et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 

2019; Jang and Yang, 2020; 2021). In practice, the solvent injection rate should be high 

enough to exceed the flow rate by gravity drainage; otherwise, it will be difficult for the 

injected solvents to occupy the already-swept region, which is unfavorable for oil 

production (James and Chatzis, 2007). Jia et al. (2013b) experimentally attempted to 

improve the VAPEX process by cyclically reducing the pressure of the injected solvent for 

the purpose of inducing the so-called foamy-oil flow. In addition, it is numerically proved 
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that the addition of methane can confine solvents in the net payzone during VAPEX 

processes by accumulating them at the edge of the chamber (Das, 2008). According to the 

Dover VAPEX project conducted from 2003 to 2008, an oil production of 358 m3 was 

achieved by the tested well operated for 1838 hours (Huc, 2010; Gates and Wang, 2012). 

Compared to the thermal-based EHOR techniques, the VAPEX process has a much lower 

energy consumption (Singhal et al., 1996); however, the corresponding oil production 

rates are commonly quite low (i.e., only 1/20 of the production rate of a SAGD process on 

average) (Bayestehparvin et al., 2019). This is mainly due to the extremely slow oil 

mobilization which is only controlled by diffusion (Cuthiell et al., 2006). 

 

(2) Cyclic solvent injection (CSI) 

CSI is another cold-solvent injection technique, which is especially suitable for primarily-

depleted and thin reservoirs (Cuthiell et al., 2006). The CSI process is analogous to a CSS, 

whereas the only difference is to inject the solvent (e.g., CO2) instead of steam. Compared 

with VAPEX processes, the oil recovery from a CSI process is generally higher due to the 

positive contribution of foamy-oil flow and solution-gas drive. Li et al. (2018) 

experimentally introduced CO2 instead of steam in a CSS process with an ultimate oil 

recovery factor of 31.56%. Furthermore, oil production can be enhanced by placing the 

injector and producer far apart with its purpose to induce pressure pulsing during the 

production period (Jia et al., 2013a). Although the CSI technique has been proved to be 
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more efficient and even less of energy consumption than the VAPEX processes (Boone et 

al., 2011), its significant drawback is the inevitable reduction of the oil mobility, which 

would negatively influence the production rate (Bayestehparvin et al., 2019). 

 

2.1.4 Hybrid steam-solvent methods 

As an improved version of SAGD, solvents are co-injected with steam during the 

expanding solvent SAGD (ES-SAGD) processes (Nasr et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2020; 

2021a; 2021b; 2021c). The saturation pressures of the injected solvents should approach 

that of steam at reservoir conditions (Li et al., 2017a; Chen and Yang, 2018; Chen et al., 

2020). In this case, the oil viscosity is reduced as a result of the condensation of solvents 

with steam at the chamber edge (Chen and Yang, 2019). By using hexane as the injected 

solvent for an ES-SAGD process, Ayodele et al., (2010) has experimentally and 

numerically found that oil recovery was increased by 10.93%, while the energy 

requirement per unit oil production was 11.5% less compared with the conventional SAGD 

processes. Although the experimental result shows that the heptane yields the highest 

production rate at the beginning, the ultimate recovery for distillate is similar to that of 

heptane (Marciales and Babadagli, 2014). Thus, it can be deduced that the distillate can be 

better mixed with steam, which can be considered as the best choice for heavy oil recovery 

among all candidates (Marciales and Babadagli, 2014). In a field project performed by the 

Laricina Energy, heavier solvents were injected with a decreasing amount of steam, 
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followed by light solvents, and then the ultimate recovery achieved an increase of 10% to 

15% of OOIP (Solanki et al., 2011). Even though the ES-SAGD technique could mitigate 

some disadvantages of SAGD (e.g., low oil production, and high steam-oil ratio) 

(Bayestehparvin et al., 2019), it is still a relatively high-cost and high-energy-consumption 

method compared with most EHOR techniques. As for a hybrid steam-solvent huff-n-puff 

process, a rich solvent (e.g., C3H8 or C4H10) can be added to dilute heavy oil and carry the 

thermal energy to a deep formation, while a non-condensable gas (e.g., N2) can be used to 

boost and maintain the reservoir pressure and then serve as a driving force at the puff stage 

(Zhao et al., 2022). 

 

2.1.5 Chemical EHOR 

The concept of recovering oil by chemicals is to introduce them into water for improving 

the displacement efficiency, which is achieved by IFT reduction, wettability alteration, and 

oil emulsification (Ma, 2005; Abbas et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021). Although the earliest 

utilization of chemicals for EOR could be traced to 1920 in Flyeman, Canada (Christian, 

1982), chemical EOR applied in heavy oil recovery was still limited due to the cost and 

environmental constraints (Zhou et al., 2013). The most common chemical EHOR 

techniques include alkaline flooding, surfactant flooding, polymer flooding, and their 

combinations. 
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(1) Alkaline flooding 

Although alkaline flooding has its significantly different performance under different 

reservoir conditions, which is still not well understood, the prerequisite is that the crude 

oil must contain acidic components (Ma, 2005). By conducting alkaline flood tests in 

heterogeneous sandpack models saturated with heavy oil, Arhuoma et al. (2009a; b) and 

Dong et al. (2011) found that the displacement efficiency was increased by the in-situ 

formation of water-in-oil emulsion generated under the effect of the alkaline. With the 

flooding experiments using sodium hydroxide, Cooke et al. (1974) observed that reservoir 

wettability was changed under specific temperature, pH, and alkaline concentration. Such 

an alteration can convert the non-wetting residual oil to a wetting phase, which was easier 

to be trapped by the alkaline flow. 

 

(2) Polymer flooding 

With respect to the polymer flooding for heavy oil reservoirs, the main recovery 

mechanism is to improve the sweep efficiency (Zhou et al., 2013). By conducting polymer 

flooding tests in both homogeneous and heterogeneous heavy-oil saturated sandpacks, a 

significant improvement in oil production was achieved with the increase of the polymer 

solution viscosity for homogeneous sandpacks, whereas such an improved production was 

not observed in heterogeneous sandpacks (Wang and Dong, 2007). A positive response 

after polymer flooding from field pilots in East Bodo was also observed (Wassmuth et al., 
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2009). It has also been proved by laboratory experiments and pilot tests that polymer-

assisted waterflooding can increase oil production by improving the sweep efficiency in 

viscous oil reservoirs (Mohammadi and Jerauld, 2012; AlSofi et al., 2016). 

 

(3) Surfactant flooding 

The principle of improving oil recovery by surfactant is to reduce the IFT between oil and 

water, induce emulsion formation, and alter rock wettability (Kumar and Tyagi, 2015; 

Abbas et al., 2018). However, it has not been extensively applied due to the following 

limitations (Ma, 2005): (1) low production rate; (2) high possibility of formation damage; 

and (3) uneconomical profit because of huge consumption of surfactants for heavy oil 

reservoirs. Moreover, all applications of chemical flooding for EHOR need to be further 

investigated due to their complicated reactions and harsh prerequisites (Ma, 2005). 

 

2.1.6 Microbial EOR (MEOR) 

Microbials were firstly introduced by Zobell (1946) in petroleum engineering to 

investigate the possibility of bacteria as an EOR agent. Compared to the conventional EOR 

methods, the advanced MEOR processes are found to be safe, economical, and 

environmentally friendly (Sen, 2008; Jabbar et al., 2015). Due to the fact that bacteria can 

be used to enhance oil production, a wide range of chemicals were generated for such a 

purpose, among which enzyme has recently been considered to be one of the most effective 
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EOR agents (Rahayyem et al., 2019). 

 

The effectiveness of enzymes in EOR is ascribed to the fact that the enzymes seek and 

release the oil without being consumed in the releasing mechanism (Burnett, 1975). The 

enzyme granules are capable of attaching to the solid surfaces as well as being soluble in 

water phase (Jain and Sharma, 2012). Enzymes are suitable for both oil-wet and water-wet 

systems. For the oil-wet systems, the hydrocarbons adhere to the majority of the rock 

surface, while enzymes have a high capacity of adsorption, allowing them to detach oil 

droplets from the rock surfaces (see Figure 2-1a). Unlike the oil-wet systems, rock 

surfaces of a water-wet system are mostly wetted by water phase. After dissolving in water, 

the enzyme-water solution floods and replaces the water phase; furthermore, the enzyme 

attaches to the hydrocarbons and forces them to release from the oil globule, leading to a 

drastic reduction of the IFT between the oil globule and aqueous phase. As can be seen in 

Figure 2-1b, the oil droplets would then be easier to release from the parent oil globule 

and be pushed out of the pore by the displacing fluid. 

 

On the basis of the aforementioned characteristics, enzymes are mainly applied to assist 

the implementation of two objectives, i.e., (1) transformation from an oil-wet reservoir to 

a water-wet reservoir (Rahayyem et al., 2019; Morgan et al., 2020b); and (2) diminution 

of the IFT between oil and brine (Nasiri, 2011; Liu and Zhang, 2011). Enzymes could  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
 
Figure 2-1 Schematic of (a) crude oil release by enzymes in an oil-wet system (Jain and 
Sharma, 2012) and (b) EEOR in a water-wet system (Jain and Sharma, 2012) 
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have the capacity of decreasing the oil viscosity; however, it is still a controversial issue 

and further studies are needed (Nasiri, 2011; Khusainova, 2016). 

 

So far, limited attempts have been made to evaluate EEOR performance in heavy oil 

reservoirs (Mohebbifar et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2021). Heavy oil has some unique 

characteristics, such as high viscosity, nonequilibrium phase behavior, and large 

asphaltene content, which have a high probability of rendering different reactions between 

enzyme and heavy oil compared to the conventional oil systems (Shi and Yang, 2017; 

Chen and Yang, 2021). By mixing three types of biomaterials with two types of 

nanoparticles during displacement tests, combining biomaterials and nanoparticles can 

improve the efficiency of heavy oil recovery (Mohebbifar et al., 2015). The biopolymer 

with SiO2-nanoparticle solution was observed to achieve the highest oil recovery of 78% 

(Mohebbifar et al., 2015), which is significantly higher than that of the conventional steam 

flooding. 

 

According to Jain and Sharma (2012), it is found from its applications in the Mann oilfield 

that enzyme solution diluted by the filtered brine could obviously increase the oil 

production. After treating a mature offshore well in the Middle East with a commercially 

available enzyme solution, its oil production was increased by 25% and the effect of the 

enzyme solution sustained for 5 months (Jabbar et al., 2015). 
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2.2 Enzyme Properties 

Enzymes are defined as the polymers of amino acids with high molecular weights 

(typically 3000 to 200000 Daltons) (Harris and McKay, 1998; Khusainova et al., 2012), 

which can be found in all living organisms. Meanwhile, enzymes are capable of catalyzing 

the chemical reactions for life requirements. With the effect of enzymes, those previous 

reactions which can only chemically proceed under extreme conditions are now able to be 

performed under a relatively mild condition of pH and temperature (Harris and McKay, 

1998; Morgan et al., 2020b). Also, enzymes have the advantages of high solubility in water 

without significant environmental issues. Physically, they have the capability to act as a 

catalyst in a series of developing processes for the sake of replacing more hazardous 

conventional methods (Harris and McKay, 1998; Khusainova, 2016). There are, however, 

still relatively limited reactions that enzymes are evolved to catalyze for industrial 

purposes. Currently, they are mainly applied in the chemical industry as the catalysts under 

extremely specific conditions. A few enzymes were even used in the reactions which are 

impossible to occur in nature (Jiang et al., 2008). 

 

2.3 Enzyme Functions 

2.3.1 Reducing formation damage 

The well performance can be largely influenced by near-wellbore damage during drilling 
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operations, while an appropriate drilling fluid has the ability of minimizing the formation 

damage. The drilling fluid can be classified as the water-soluble (e.g., xanthan gum and 

scleroglucan) and water-insoluble (e.g., starch and cellulose) (Battistel et al., 2011). 

Compared to the conventional drilling muds, such drilling fluids lead to much less damage 

to the borehole; however, the filtercakes that are relatively impermeable could be 

generated and deposited on the borehole wall. A removing procedure should then be 

adopted to avoid such deposition problems during production (Battistel et al., 2011). 

Traditionally, acid or strong oxidative breaker agents are used to dissolve biopolymers and 

solid leftovers in the filtercake; however, they are not only highly reactive and may cause 

hazards, but also ineffective in polymer-based filtercakes. As such, enzymes could be 

considered as specific breakers for filtercakes in order to avoid the aforementioned 

drawbacks (Brannon et al., 2003; Moore et al., 1996). 

 

To prove that enzymes can be applied as filtercake breakers for degrading xanthan gum 

and scleroglucan, it is found from coreflooding tests that enzymes can significantly reduce 

the viscosities of scleroglucan as well as xanthan gum and thus retain the permeability up 

to 86% (Battistel et al., 2011). Also, laboratory experiments were conducted to confirm 

that a specific enzyme is effective to disrupt the integrity of polymers from the fluid loss 

control materials (FLCMs) together with an excellent clean-up efficiency (Moore et al., 

1996). However, enzyme breakers still have two significant disadvantages, i.e., (1) high 
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temperature and pH conditions would severely reduce the activity of enzymes (Barati et 

al., 2012); and (2) a high concentration of enzymes would break down the polymer in the 

cross-linked gel, reducing the efficiency of transporting proppants by fracture fluids (Bose 

et al., 2014). It has been discovered that nanoparticles are effective in controlling the 

release of enzyme breakers and protect enzymes from the extreme conditions (Barati, 

2014), while polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticles are able to significantly reduce the 

fluid loss of enzyme solutions at both high and low permeability conditions (Bose et al., 

2014). 

 

2.3.2 Improving drilling efficiency 

Highly efficient and cost-effective technologies relating to horizontal, high angle, 

multilateral and openhole completions are continuing to be developed (Stanley et al., 

1999). Compared to the conventional wellbores, a horizontal well has uneven distributions 

of damages around its wellbore, that is, filtercakes are massively accumulated at the 

junction area of the vertical and horizontal boreholes as a result of the longest time of 

exposure to the drill-in fluid. Such a circumstance makes the damage removal process 

even more complicated (Stanley et al., 1999). Due to the characteristics of limited 

reactions with acid, enzymes can be mixed with acid or oxidizing breakers to improve their 

efficiencies. Such high-specificity enzyme breakers are suitable for removing the damage 

of horizontal wells caused by drill-in fluids with supporting evidences from laboratory and 
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field tests (Stanley et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2013). 

 

2.3.3 Enlarging swept volume 

By performing laboratory experiments, Liu and Zhang (2011) found that the oil flushing 

ability of the selected enzyme sample was fairly good, indicating that the enzyme solution 

imposed no corrosion impact on either casings or tubings and that the enzyme 

depressurization ability was rarely impacted by different injection methods. Then, a field 

piloting was conducted with injection of biology enzyme for 13 months. As can be seen in 

Table 2-1, the increase of the crude-oil viscosities and asphalt contents indicates that 

enzymes are effective in enlarging the swept volume, clearing the oil layer channels, and 

enhancing the displacement efficiency (Liu and Zhang, 2011). In addition, the water cuts 

of all tested wells were found to decrease with the treatment of enzymes, which proves the 

ability of improving oil recovery by using the selected enzymes. 

 

2.3.4 Wettability alteration 

Khusainova et al. (2015) conducted adhesion tests to investigate the effect of enzymes on 

the wettability of oil-brine-rock systems. The behaviors of oil droplets in the system can 

be classified into three scenarios (i.e., adhesion behavior, temporary behavior, and non-

adhesion behavior), which are demonstrated in Figure 2-2. It can be observed from the  
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Table 2-1 Well overall analysis of the field tests (Liu and Zhang, 2011) 
 

Well No. Time 
Crude oil 
water cut 

(%) 

Produced 
Liquid 
(m3/d) 

50℃ 
viscosity 

(mPa·s) 

Gel content 
(%) 

Asphalt 
content 

(%) 

105-61-1 
Before test 12.5 1.78 26.02 11.82 0.32 
After test 3.4 2.33 30.65 8.25 1.23 

105-63-2 
Before test 6.7 2.11 30.21 11.56 0.43 
After test 4.1 2.78 35.04 12.72 4.56 

107-63-2 
Before test 22.6 1.56 25.13 11.09 0.46 
After test 16.8 1.89 28.89 10.49 2.42 
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Figure 2-2 Adhesion behavior types (Khusainova et al., 2015) 
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comparative tests for an oil-brine-rock system (i.e., original state of the reservoir) that a  

fully adhesive behavior is generated, which is considered to be a weakly water-wet system 

with a contact angle of 38±7˚. In the tests that different types of enzymes were replaced 

by brine, most of which were observed to be non-adhesion behaviors, revealing a drastic 

change of wettability to absolute water-wetness (Khusainova et al., 2015). Among all the 

tested enzyme samples, the Apollo GreenZyme® achieved the most desirable result under 

various concentrations (Khusainova et al., 2015). 

 

2.3.5 IFT reduction 

A series of flooding experiments have been conducted to determine the displacement 

efficiency of enzyme solutions in heavy oil reservoirs (Shi et al., 2021). In order to identify 

the oil recovery mechanisms, IFTs between heavy oil and synthetic brine as well as 

between heavy oil and enzyme solutions at different concentrations were measured by 

employing the axisymmetric drop shape analysis (ADSA) for the pendant drop case (Shi 

et al., 2021). As can be clearly observed from Table 2-2, addition of enzyme in brine 

effectively reduces the IFT and the IFT continuously decreases with the increased enzyme 

concentration. Among all the selected concentrations, the lowest IFT of 3 dyne/cm is 

obtained at the highest enzyme concentration of 3.0 wt%, yielding an IFT reduction of 

89.6% compared to its original value of 28.8 dyne/cm (Shi et al., 2021). 
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Table 2-2 Measured IFT for the different fluid systems (Shi et al., 2021) 
 

Fluid system IFT (dyne/cm) IFT reduction (%) 

Heavy oil/brine 28.8  
Heavy oil/0.25 wt% enzyme solution 11.7 59.4 
Heavy oil/0.50 wt% enzyme solution 12.4 56.9 
Heavy oil/1.00 wt% enzyme solution 4.47 84.5 
Heavy oil/3.00 wt% enzyme solution 3.0 89.6 
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2.4 Summary 

The following summary from the literature review can be made as: 

1). Thermal-based EHOR techniques have been widely applied in heavy oil reservoirs 

with satisfied production rates; however, most of which have the constraints of 

large energy consumptions, complex and uneconomical processes as well as 

serious safety concerns; 

2). Solvent-based EHOR methods are more energy-saving and environmentally- 

friendly than the thermal-based methods, but they are either high in cost or low in 

production, requiring further investigation to conquer such challenges; 

3). Although traditional waterflooding can overcome most of the disadvantages of 

thermal- or solvent-based EOR methods, the production rates of conventional 

waterflooding and hot waterflooding are so low that they are not suitable for heavy 

oil recovery. Due to the easy and safe implementation of waterflooding, many 

additives can be used to improve waterflooding performance, achieving a 

significant increase in oil production; 

4). Limited efforts have been made for chemical EHOR due to its unpredictable 

reactions, harsh prerequisites, high possibility of causing formation damage, and 

uneconomical profits; and 

5).  As the most attractive technique of MEOR, EEOR is a safe, economical, and 

environmentally friendly EOR method with a satisfied recovery factor in 
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conventional oil reservoirs. Also, enzymes can be used to reduce formation damage, 

improve drilling efficiency, increase swept volume, induce wettability alteration, 

and reduce IFT. However, limited attempts have been made to evaluate recovery 

performance of adding enzymes to waterflooding for heavy oil reservoirs under 

various conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3  HOT WATERFLOODING EXPERIMENTS WITH         

ENZYME SOLUTIONS 

 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Heavy oil 

The heavy oil sample used in this work is collected from the Lloydminster area in 

Saskatchewan of Canada. The result of compositional analysis is tabulated in Table 3-1 

(Ding et al., 2019). It is clear shown that no light components are found in such a heavy 

oil sample. The density and viscosity of the heavy oil sample are measured to be 0.9743 

g/cm3 and 61637 cP under the ambient conditions. In addition, the measured heavy oil 

viscosity under various temperatures is summarized in Table 3-2 (Ding et al., 2019). 

 

3.1.2 Synthetic brine 

Formation brine in a hydrocarbon reservoir usually has a complex mineral composition 

together with a high salinity, which can be approximated with synthetic brine by dissolving 

certain types of salts into deionized water. In this study, synthetic brine is prepared and 

utilized to displace heavy oil as a primary flooding (i.e., first stage) and a post flush (i.e., 

third stage), while synthetic brine is used as a base fluid of the enzyme solutions (i.e., 

second stage) for all flooding scenarios. The synthetic brine is prepared by mixing NaCl, 

MgCl2, and CaCl2 into the deionized water on the basis of the measured composition of 

reservoir brine, which is tabulated in Table 3-3 (Ding et al., 2019). The density of the 
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Table 3-1 Compositional analysis results of the heavy oil sample (Ding et al., 2019) 
 

Component wt% Component wt% Component wt% 
C1 0 C18 2.315 C40 1.301 
C2 0 C19 2.148 C41 1.220 
C3 0 C20 2.199 C42 1.190 

i-C4 0 C21 2.083 C43 1.122 
n-C4 0 C22 1.968 C44 1.389 
i-C5 0 C23 1.839 C45 1.389 
n-C5 0 C24 1.652 C46 1.370 

Other C5 0 C25 1.857 C47 1.449 
i-C6 0 C26 1.800 C48 1.181 
n-C6 0 C27 1.689 C49 1.111 

Other C6 0 C28 1.833 C50 1.100 
C7 0 C29 1.663 C51 0.889 
C8 0 C30 1.625 C52 0.990 
C9 0.011 C31 1.562 C53 0.737 
C10 1.132 C32 1.382 C54 0.922 
C11 1.040 C33 1.329 C55 0.972 
C12 1.039 C34 1.338 C56 0.931 
C13 0.756 C35 1.262 C57 0.881 
C14 1.335 C36 1.389 C58 0.750 
C15 1.958 C37 1.278 C59 0.722 
C16 2.118 C38 1.131 C60 0.862 
C17 2.139 C39 1.352 C61+ 29.299 

 Total 100.000 
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Table 3-2 Viscosity of the heavy oil under different temperatures (Ding et al., 2019) 
 

Temperature (℃) Viscosity (cP) 
22.5 61637.0 
25.3 48372.0 
30.3 22487.0 
35.0 12230.0 
40.0 7717.0 
45.0 4669.0 
50.0 3087.0 
55.0 2077.0 
60.0 1456.0 
65.0 1053.0 
70.0 781.4 
75.0 511.2 
80.0 398.0 
85.0 310.6 
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Table 3-3 Compositional analysis results of the reservoir brine (Ding et al., 2019) 
 

Component Mass (mg/L) 
HCO3

- 573 
CO3

2- <1 
Cl- 19800 
OH- <1 
Ca2+ 385 
Na+ 11800 

Mg2+ 210 
SO4

2- 130 
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synthetic brine is measured as 1029.5 g/cm3 at the room conditions. 

 

3.1.3 Enzyme solutions 

The enzyme solution employed in this study is named as Greenzyme® and has a stated 

concentration of 8.0 wt%, which is subsequently diluted with the synthetic brine to obtain 

the designated concentrations (i.e., 0.25 wt%, 0.50 wt%, 1.00 wt%, and 3.00 wt%) of 

solutions for different flooding scenarios. 

 

3.1.4 Sand 

The sand used in this study is the Ottawa Silica sand mainly composed of 52 wt% of 100 

mesh sand and 32 wt% of 140 mesh sand (Zheng et al., 2013a; b). 

 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

Figure 3-1 schematically shows the experimental setup, which includes five subsystems 

including fluid injection subsystem, displacement subsystem, production subsystem, 

temperature adjustment subsystem, and pressure measurement subsystem. The fluid 

injection subsystem consists of a syringe pump (500 HP, ISCO Inc., USA) and two transfer 

cylinders (1000 ml, 5000 psi). The syringe pump is used to provide a driving force to 

displace fluids into the sandpack model and oil out of it. One cylinder contains the prepared 

synthetic brine and the enzyme solution (these two fluids are injected at the corresponding 
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Figure 3-1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 
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experimental steps), while the other cylinder contains the heavy oil sample. The prepared 

synthetic brine, enzyme solution, and the heavy oil sample can be independently injected 

into the sandpack model, i.e., the displacement subsystem, where the sand is filled and 

compacted in the coreholder (inner diameter (ID): 43.0 mm and length: 138.0 mm). For 

the production subsystem, a back pressure regulator (BPR) is installed at the model outlet 

in order to keep a prespecified production pressure. The reference pressure set on the BPR 

is controlled by another high-pressure syringe pump (500 HP, ISCO Inc., USA). The 

produced liquid (water and oil) is collected and measured by using 15.0 ml centrifuge 

tubes with an accuracy of 0.1 ml. A thermostat (OMH 750, Thermo Scientific Heratherm) 

serves as the temperature adjustment subsystem to maintain constant temperature during 

the displacement experiments. Lastly, the pressure measurement subsystem, also named 

as the pressure acquisition system, which is composed of a pressure transducer (PM Series, 

5000 psi; Heise, USA) and a desktop computer, is used to measure and record the pressure 

at the inlet and outlet of the sandpack model. 

 

3.3 Experimental Procedures 

The experimental procedures can be summarized with respect to preparation of injection 

fluids and sandpack model; measurement of porosity, permeability, and initial oil 

saturation; performing of displacement experiments; and measurement of residual oil 

saturation. The detailed procedures are described as follows:  
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3.3.1 Preparation of injection fluids  

The synthetic brine is prepared by mixing and dissolving NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2 into the 

deionized water. Then, a magnetic stirrer is used to stir the solution until a limpid state is 

reached. The enzyme solution is obtained by diluting the original solution (8.0 wt% 

concentration) with addition of the prepared synthetic brine by using a magnetic stirrer. In 

this study, enzyme solution with concentrations of 0.25 wt% and 1.00 wt% are prepared 

to examine their effects on heavy oil recovery. 

 

3.3.2 Sandpack model preparation  

The sandpack is made by putting the silica sand into a coreholder; simultaneously, a 

hammer-knocking operation is repeatedly required in order to fill and compact sands inside 

the coreholder with a consistent packing. After filling the sand and sealing the coreholder, 

the leakage test is conducted by pumping air into the sandpack model and checking the 

subsequent change of the inside pressure of the sandpack. The sandpack model can be 

ready to use for the next experimental steps only when no leakage occurs. 

 

3.3.3 Porosity and permeability measurement 

Porosity is measured by firstly evacuating the sandpack (about 30 minutes when there is 

no pressure decrease shown on the pressure gauge) using a vacuum pump. Then, synthetic 
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brine is imbibed into the vacuumed sandpack. The porosity is then calculated with the ratio 

of the imbibed brine volume (i.e., pore volume) to the bulk volume of the sandpack. The 

absolute permeability of the sandpack is also determined by using the synthetic brine. 

More specifically, by creating a hydraulic head at the model inlet, the synthetic brine is 

able to flow through the sandpack under a constant pressure drop between the inlet and 

outlet of the model. Then, the flow rate is measured when it reaches a steady state. Repeat 

the above procedure for 3 times by changing the specified hydraulic head to obtain 3 sets 

of pressure drops as well as the measured flow rates. Subsequently, the absolute 

permeability of sandpack for brine flow can be calculated according to the Darcy's law of 

single-phase flow. 

 

3.3.4 Initial oil saturation measurement 

After the permeability measurement, heavy oil is then injected into the sandpack model at 

a constant flow rate of 0.1 cc/min until water in the sandpack model reaches its irreducible 

saturation. The injected oil volume is obtained after the model is saturated with heavy oil. 

Then, the initial oil saturation is determined as the ratio of the oil volume injected to the 

pre-determined pore volume. It should be noted that 24 hours are required as an aging 

process between the injected oil and the sand before and after oil saturation. Table 3-4 

summarizes the measured porosity, absolute permeability, and initial oil saturation for the 

completed displacement scenarios. 
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Table 3-4 Experimental scenarios together with the measured parameters 
 

Scenario 
# 

Porosity 
(%) 

Permeability 
(D) 

Initial Oil 
Saturation 

(%) 

Temperature 
(℃) 

Injected Fluid 

Cumulative 
Oil 

Production 
(ml) 

Cumulative 
Liquid 

Production 
(ml) 

Recovery 
Factor (%) 

1 39.6 5.698 92.5 20 
3 PVs brine + 1 PV 0.25 

wt% enzyme + 2 PVs 

brine 

16.17 457.13 21.85 

2 41.1 2.730 89.8 45 
3 PVs brine + 1 PV 0.25 

wt% enzyme + 2 PVs 

brine 

28.85 517.05 38.72 

3 39.6 2.973 91.9 70 
3 PVs brine + 1 PV 0.25 

wt% enzyme + 2 PVs 

brine 

29.96 648.99 40.76 

4 40.6 3.469 91.5 20 
3 PVs brine + 1 PV 1 

wt% enzyme + 2 PVs 

brine 

18.14 474.36 24.19 
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3.3.5 Displacement experiments 

The sandpack flooding is performed under a constant injection rate of 0.2 cc/min, which 

is roughly consistent to the typical average pore velocity in field conditions (e.g., 1.0 ft/day 

(Hadia et al., 2008)). During the production process, oil and water production volumes are 

respectively measured by using the centrifuge tubes, while the pressure drop of the 

sandpack model is continuously monitored with the pressure acquisition system. In 

addition, a production pressure of 200 kPa is set on the BPR in order to maintain a typical 

pressure used for heavy oil production in the sandpack model (Shi et al., 2021). In this 

study, each scenario is implemented with a total injection of 6 PVs, among which the 

synthetic brine is injected for the first 3 PVs and the last 2 PVs, while the enzyme solution 

is injected as the 1 PV in the middle section. 

 

The reasons for the above 3 PVs + 1 PV + 2 PVs flooding scheme adopted in this study 

can be explained as follows. Due to the high viscosity of heavy oil and the high 

permeability of the sandpack model (see Tables 3-2 and 3-4), water breakthrough occurs 

very early and water cut can reach extremely high (usually > 95%) after about injecting 2 

PVs of water (Ding et al., 2019). Thus, 3 PVs of brine are injected as the first stage, after 

which no considerable oil can be produced. Subsequently, 1 PV enzyme solution is 

injected followed by an aging time of 72 hours to exert their positive effect (i.e., interact 

with the heavy oil) on EOR. Finally, 2 PVs of synthetic brine are further injected to 
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examine the EOR effect of the preceding 1 PV enzyme injection. It should be noted that 

there is no need to inject enzyme solution considering either the effectiveness of the 

preceding 1 PV enzyme solution injection and the soaking process or the unnecessary cost 

at this stage. For an easier and more accurate data reading for the experimental 

measurement, 1 hour of centrifuge under 2000 RPM is performed for each metering tube 

collected with the produced oil and water. 

 

In this study, a series of flooding scenarios is designed by changing experimental 

temperatures and enzyme solution concentrations. In total, four experimental scenarios 

have been performed, i.e., a concentration of 0.25 wt% at temperatures of 20℃ (ambient 

condition), 45℃, and 70℃ (i.e., Scenarios #1-3), and a concentration of 1.0 wt% at 20℃ 

(Scenario #4). Details of each scenario are summarized in Table 3-4. 

 

3.3.6 Residual oil saturation measurement 

To better evaluate the displacement efficiency, the residual oil saturation profile along the 

sandpack model is measured after each displacement experiment. The sandpack model is 

equally divided into five sections (i.e., Sections #1-5) from the model inlet to its outlet, the 

distances from the middle point of each section to the model inlet are 1.4 cm, 4.2 cm, 7.0 

cm, 9.8 cm, and 12.6 cm, respectively. Then, the sand-water-oil mixture is sampled from 

these five sections. The detailed operations of removing water and oil from sampled sand-
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water-oil mixture, the weighting process, as well as the calculation method for residual oil 

saturation can be found elsewhere (Ding et al., 2019). Based on such procedures, Table 3-

5 tabulates the measured water and oil mass from the sampled oil-sand-water mixture after 

the waterflooding with 6 PVs for each scenario. Subsequently, the residual oil saturation 

along with the sandpack model is determined. 

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Measured production and pressure drop 

The ultimate oil recovery factor is summarized in Table 3-4 and the measured oil recovery 

factor (RF) together with pressure drop versus the injected water volume of Scenarios #1-

4 is firstly presented. In order to examine the EOR effect of enzyme injection for each 

individual experimental scenario and compare such an EOR effect for the different 

scenarios, the oil recovery factor increment during the 3rd PV (right before enzyme 

injection), 4th PV (enzyme injection), and the last 2 PVs (the post-flush of brine) of 

Scenarios #1-4 are then analyzed and compared. 

 

1) Scenario #1: 0.25 wt% enzyme at 20℃ 

Figure 3-2 shows the cumulative oil production and pressure drop versus injection volume 

for Scenario #1. During Stage #1, oil production increases with time and a minor  
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Table 3-5 Measurements of residual oil saturation for the four scenarios  
 

Sampled 
sections (from 
inlet to outlet) 

Measured 
Materials 

Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3 Scenario #4 

Section #1 
mw, g 1.05 1.22 1.56 0.79 
mo, g 2.05 1.10 1.37 1.32 
ms, g 13.36 14.26 16.65 17.02 

Section #2 
mw, g 0.83 1.15 1.42 0.59 
mo, g 2.12 1.39 1.34 1.08 
ms, g 12.84 13.62 17.64 16.70 

Section #3 
mw, g 0.90 0.99 1.32 0.73 
mo, g 2.18 1.32 1.58 1.33 
ms, g 13.11 13.42 15.28 16.22 

Section #4 
mw, g 0.61 1.05 1.38 0.69 
mo, g 1.57 1.39 1.63 1.34 
ms, g 10.07 14.51 13.89 12.07 

Section #5 
mw, g 0.68 1.12 0.99 0.57 
mo, g 1.84 1.68 1.38 1.22 
ms, g 11.42 12.77 15.46 14.43 

Note: w denotes water; o denotes heavy oil; s denotes sand. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2 (a) Measured cumulative oil production and (b) pressure drop versus the 
injection volume of Scenario #1 
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increased oil production can be observed at the end of this stage, which is ascribed to the 

early water breakthrough (i.e., water fingering) caused by the unfavorable mobility ratio 

associated with the high viscosity of heavy oil. For Stage #2, there is no significant oil 

recovery increment. This is because, during this 1 PV injection, there is no enough time to 

allow the injected enzyme solution to contact and interact with the in-situ heavy oil since 

the enzyme solution only occupies and flows through the pore spaces, but there is still a 

small amount of oil recovered from the 2nd stage as a normal waterflooding process. After 

a soaking period of 72 hours, 1.89 PVs of brine are used to displace the remaining heavy 

oil as a post-flushing (i.e., Stage #3), where an oil production increment of 2.27 ml is 

observed at the end of brine injection. Such an additional oil recovery obtained in the 3rd 

stage indicates a positive effect of enzyme on heavy oil recovery. This is ascribed to the 

fact that IFT reduction is responsible for the incremental oil production (Shi et al., 2021). 

After injecting 6 PVs of brine at the temperature of 20℃, the ultimate oil production 

volume is 16.17 ml. 

 

It is clearly seen from Figure 3-2b that the pressure drawdown experiences a peak at the 

very early time, which is then followed by a long tail with a much smaller magnitude. 

Physically, such an early peak and the long tail respectively correspond to the 

displacements before and after water breakthrough at the outlet of the sandpack model. 

Prior to water breakthrough, the overall flow resistance is as large as the displacement of 
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somewhat piston-like with both movements of water and heavy oil. After water 

breakthrough, the overall flow resistance decreases sharply as water moves more easily 

towards the model outlet and less heavy oil is mobilized at the same time. Due to the 

extremely high viscosity of heavy oil, the water breakthrough occurs very early (about the 

beginning 0.1 PV of brine injection). As for the long tail after water breakthrough, no 

considerable difference of pressure drop is observed between brine injections and the 

enzyme solution injection. This is mainly because water cut is high and the viscosity of 

the synthetic brine is similar to that of the enzyme solution. 

 

The measured residual oil saturation after the entire sandpack flooding process of this 

experimental scenario is presented in Figure 3-3a. It is observed that the residual oil 

saturation (Sor) increases from the model inlet to its outlet, illustrating that less oil is 

retained near the injection well than that near the production well after the displacement. 

This phenomenon is mainly ascribed to the viscous fingering along the sandpack and more 

water occupying in the pore spaces and contacting with oil near the injection well during 

the production. It should be noted that there are some fluctuations for the measured data 

points, possibly resulting from the systematic errors during the experimental 

measurements. 
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(a)                                (b) 

 

(c)                                (d) 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3-3 Measured residual oil saturations along the sandpack length for (a) Scenario 
#1; (b) Scenario #2; (c) Scenario #3; and (d) Scenario #4 
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2) Scenario #2: 0.25 wt% enzyme at 45℃ 

The experimental results at a higher temperature of 45℃ are presented in Figures 3-4a 

and 3-4b. As can be seen from Figure 3-4a, the overall trend of oil production versus the 

injected volume is similar to that obtained at 20℃, i.e., oil production keeps increasing at 

the first stage, and a minor increment in the 4th PV of injection together with a significant 

increment at the last stage. Compared to 20℃, a larger cumulative oil production at 45℃ 

is found to be 28.85 ml, which confirms the positive thermal effect on heavy oil recovery 

through reducing heavy oil viscosity. Moreover, the post-flush yields an oil production 

increment of 3.65 ml, which is also larger than that of 20℃. The above results indicate 

that a temperature increment from 20℃ to 45℃ not only improves the cumulative oil 

production, but also enhances the positive effect of enzyme solution on heavy oil 

production. As can be seen from the measured pressure drop in Figure 3-4b, there exists 

a consistent trend of pressure drop versus injection volume compared to that of 20℃, 

whereas the maximum pressure drop at the early peak is much smaller because of the 

reduced heavy oil viscosity at a higher temperature of 45℃. The negative pressure drop 

appeared in Figure 3-4b is resulted from the systematic errors of experimental 

measurement under the condition of the extremely low pressure drops. 

 

Figure 3-3b displays the residual oil saturation of this scenario. Sor is also found to 

increase from the model inlet to its outlet. For this sandpack displacement at the  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
 

Figure 3-4 (a) Measured cumulative oil production and (b) pressure drop versus the 
injection volume of Scenario #2 
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temperature of 45℃, the average Sor is found to be less than that under 20℃ since the 

mobility ratio of water and oil is improved with the reduced heavy oil viscosity. 

 

3) Scenario #3: 0.25 wt% enzyme at 70℃ 

In order to examine the effect of enzyme solution to further reduce the heavy oil viscosity, 

the displacement experiment is further conducted at 70℃. Figure 3-5a and Figure 3-5b 

respectively present the measured oil production and the pressure drop. As shown in 

Figure 3-5a, the cumulative oil production further reaches 29.96 ml at this high 

temperature; however, no significant oil production is observed at the 3rd stage, showing 

the unsatisfactory performance of enzyme at this high temperature. This may indicate that 

the temperature of 70℃ has exceeded the optimum temperature range on employing the 

enzyme to produce oil. Particularly, as shown in Figure 3-5b, the maximum pressure drop 

at early time is higher than that of Scenario #2, and the peak of such a pressure drop is 

located at about 0.5 PV, illustrating a later water breakthrough time compared to those of 

the previous two scenarios. In fact, such a delay of water breakthrough resulted from the 

improved (i.e., reduced) mobility ratio under the high temperature, which is the major 

reason accounting for the high oil recovery of this scenario. Besides, the maximum 

pressure drop as well as the pressure drop during 1-3.5 PVs of injection is larger than that 

at 45℃, which is probably due to the following reasons: 1) mitigation of water fingering 

by increasing temperature to 70℃; and 2) an abnormal higher water injection 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5 (a) Measured cumulative oil production and (b) pressure drop versus the 
injection volume of Scenario #3 
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rate (compared to the pump injection rate) at the model inlet caused by the unsmooth 

pushing of the piston inside the injection cylinder due to some uncertain reasons. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3-3c, the measured residual oil saturation Sor has a similar trend 

and a further lower average value compared to those at the temperatures of 20℃ and 45℃, 

indicating the positive effect of temperature on heavy oil recovery. 

 

4) Scenario #4: 1.00 wt% enzyme at 20℃ 

The displacement experiment of this scenario is performed at 20℃ with an increased 

enzyme solution concentration of 1.00 wt%. The measured results are illustrated in 

Figures 3-6a and 3-6b. As can be seen in Figure 3-6a, this scenario yields a cumulative 

oil production of 18.14 ml with a significant increment of 3.65 ml observed from the post-

flush, showing a pronounced positive effect of 1.00 wt% enzyme concentration on oil 

recovery. Even so, the ultimate oil recovery is not satisfied because of the unfavorable 

mobility ratio caused by the large oil viscosity under the room temperature, which is 

similar to that of Scenario #1. This unsatisfactory displacement performance is also 

revealed by the pressure drop shown in Figure 3-6b, i.e., a moderate maximum pressure 

drop together with an extremely early time (about 0.06 PV of the first brine injection) of 

water breakthrough, indicating much less oil is displaced before the water breakthrough.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 
Figure 3-6 (a) Measured cumulative oil production and (b) pressure drop versus the 
injection volume of Scenario #4 
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For the 3rd stage, a larger oil production increment (i.e., 3.65 ml) is observed compared to 

that of Scenario #1 (3.24 ml), demonstrating that the concentration of 1.00 wt% results in 

a better EOR performance than that of the concentration of 0.25 wt%. The measured 

residual oil saturation profile of this scenario is depicted on Figure 3-3d. Similarly, the Sor 

is found to show a consistent trend to those of the Scenarios #1-3, i.e., Sor increases from 

the model inlet to its outlet. 

 

3.4.2 Comparison of oil recovery 

1) Temperature effect 

By observing the ultimate oil recovery of Scenarios #1-3 summarized in Table 3-4, it is 

found that oil production increases from 16.17 ml to 29.96 ml at the same enzyme 

concentration with the increase of temperature from 20℃ to 70℃. Thus, it can be 

concluded that temperature plays a dominant role on heavy oil recovery due to the obvious 

viscosity reduction at a higher temperature. Meanwhile, by comparing the increment of 

recovery factors before and after implementing the enzyme solution injection for each 

scenario, the positive effect of enzyme on oil recovery is found also non-negligible. 

 

2) Enzyme concentration 

For Scenarios #1-4, the incremental oil recovery (RF) during their 3rd PV (right before 

enzyme injection) and the 4th PV (enzyme injection) as well as the averaged unit recovery 
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increments (per PV) during their post-flush of brine are plotted in Figure 3-7. The oil 

increments at the 3rd PV are measured to be 1.01%, 2.82%, 1.22%, and 0.96% for the four 

scenarios, respectively. Subsequently, by injecting the 4th PV, less RF increments are 

obtained with 0.95%, 1.14%, 1.02%, and 0.43%, respectively. Such minor decreases of the 

produced oil are a normal phenomenon during a waterflooding process, i.e., with a 

continuous injection, oil recovery increases more slowly as water cut becomes higher 

together with less remaining oil in the sandpack model. Also, as mentioned previously, 

there is no enough time allowing the injected enzyme to contact and interact with the 

remaining oil trapped in the pore spaces during the 4th PV of enzyme solution injection, 

which confirms that the effect of enzyme injection on oil recovery without a sufficient 

soaking time is insignificant. 

 

After a soaking period of 72 hours, RF increments per PV injection at the 3rd injection 

stage are respectively increased to be 1.62%, 2.69%, 0.44%, and 2.43% (a total oil 

increment of 3.24%, 5.38%, 0.88%, and 4.86% in the last 2 PVs injection), while a 

considerable re-boost of oil recovery are obtained for Scenarios #1, #2, and #4 only except 

for Scenario #3. Among the four scenarios, Scenario #2 yields the highest RF increment 

of 2.69% per PV injection during its post-flush stage (more than 2 times of the RF 

increment at the 4th PV), indicating the operational conditions of 45℃ and 0.25 wt%  
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Figure 3-7 Comparison of oil recovery increment for different injection stages 
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are potentially better choices for maximizing the positive contribution of enzyme injection. 

Although the optimum conditions for an enzyme-assisted heavy oil recovery process have 

not been identified as the completed experimental scenarios are limited so far. Overall 

speaking, it can be concluded that the injection of enzyme solution is able to unlock a 

certain amount of residual heavy oil and yield a positive EOR performance on heavy oil 

recovery under different temperatures. 

 

3.5 Summary 

Displacement experiments have been conducted to examine effects of enzyme solution 

and temperature on cumulative oil production under various conditions. The temperature 

is found to dominate the overall recovery of heavy oil, while the recovery factors obtained 

by the post-flush of enzyme solution indicate that enzyme injection can effectively 

enhance heavy oil recovery even at an extremely high water cut. Among all the 

experimental conditions, temperature of 45℃ and 0.25 wt% enzyme concentration 

(Scenario #2) yield the highest oil recovery of 2.69% per PV of the post-flush. Also, it can 

be found from Scenarios #1-3 that, at a high temperature of 70℃, enzyme does not 

contribute positively to the oil recovery. Although the experimental conditions selected in 

this study are limited and even an unsatisfied performance of enzyme flooding was 

resulted for one flooding scenario (i.e., Scenario #3), the experiments in this study exhibit 

great potentials of the enzyme-assisted thermal injection on heavy oil production. 
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CHAPTER 4  NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF DISPLACEMENT 

EXPERIMENTS 

 

In this chapter, numerical simulation is conducted to reproduce all the experimental 

measurements and identify the underlying EOR mechanisms associated with the enzyme-

assisted hot waterflooding processes. The commercial reservoir simulator (CMG IMEX 

Module, Version 2015) is employed as the simulation tool, while the CMG CMOST 

Module (Version 2015) is applied to history match the experimental measurements through 

tuning the parameters (e.g., relative permeabilities of water and oil). In addition to identify 

the recovery mechanisms of enzyme injection, sensitivity analyses have been performed 

to examine the factors that dominate the oil recovery. 

 

4.1 Numerical Simulation  

4.1.1 Sandpack model development 

The sandpack model is represented by developing a Cartesian grid system with its length 

and the cross-sectional area equal to those of the physical model. As can be seen in Figure 

4-1, such a grid system is divided as 20×3×3 grid blocks respectively in the x, y, and z 

directions, each of which has a uniform size of 0.69 cm × 1.27 cm × 1.27 cm, respectively. 

For each experimental scenario, the measured properties (see Table 3-4) of the sandpack 

including porosity, absolute permeability, initial oil saturation, and the measured IFT of 

water-oil systems at different enzyme concentrations (Shi et al., 2021) are assigned to the 
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Figure 4-1 Grid system of the sandpack simulation model 
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simulation model for the corresponding scenarios. It should be noted that the sandpack 

model is assumed as a homogeneous one due to its large porosity and permeability. Thus, 

all the measured properties (see Table 3-4) of the sandpack are homogeneously assigned 

to the grid system of the simulation model. 

 

Two wells including one injector and one producer are perforated through all layers at the 

two-ends of the grid system, as shown in Figure 4-1. More specifically, the constant 

injection rate (i.e., qinj= 0.000288 m3/day) of the injector and the well bottomhole pressure 

(Pwf =2000 kPa) of the producer are selected as the well operational constraints, which are 

set consistent to the experimental conditions. Also, the simulation time-length (or injection 

pore volume) is set consistent to that of laboratory experiments. 

 

According to the heavy oil composition tabulated in Table 3-1, the water/oil two phases 

are involved during the displacement experiments since there is no produced gas during 

the whole waterflooding process. The experimentally measured density and viscosity of 

heavy oil are used as the inputs (see Table 3-2). Density and viscosity of brine and enzyme 

solution are calculated by modifying those of pure water and then input into the simulation 

model. It should be noted that the simulation temperature is also set consistent to those of 

laboratory conditions. 
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It should be mentioned that the capillary pressure is taken into account in the simulation 

considering its influences on the oil recovery during a waterflooding process (Fulcher et 

al., 1985). Under given conditions, the capillary pressure is assumed as a function of the 

IFT between oil and water as illustrated in Equation [4-1], while the IFT is different for 

the enzyme solution and heavy oil systems for different scenarios. In practice, the scale of 

capillary pressure is not large since the sandpack model has a relatively high permeability. 

Thus, it has been reasonably ignored in some previous investigations (Zheng, 2012). 

Nevertheless, for all the displacement scenarios in this study, capillary pressure is 

considered with its average magnitude estimated using the following Laplace equation: 

 

2 cos
cP

r

 


                              [4-1] 

where Pc is the capillary pressure; σ is the IFT between heavy oil and water; θ is the contact 

angle; and r is the average pore-throat radius, which can be estimated with the Kozeny 

correlation (Kozeny, 1927): 

8k
r


                                  [4-2] 

where k is the absolute permeability; ϕ is the porosity, k and ϕ are determined from the 

experimental measurements.  

 

4.1.2 Relative permeability 

The relative permeability of water and oil is a key parameter describing the capability of 
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water and oil flowing through porous media; however, the relative permeability cannot be 

directly measured with the sandpack model during the waterflooding experiments. In 

practice, the relative permeability can be obtained through history matching the simulated 

results with the experimental measurements (Zheng et al., 2013a; Zhang, 2014).  

 

The measured cumulative oil and water production as well as the bottomhole pressure of 

production well are employed as the input constraints for the simulation model. According 

to the Darcy's Law of water and oil (see Equations [4-3] and [4-4]), the pressure drop is 

selected to be the to-be-matched parameter. In order to successfully reproduce the 

experimentally measured pressure drop, a set of random relative permeability curves of 

water and oil are initially assigned in the simulation model to enable a normal running for 

the CMG IMEX module. Subsequently, those relative permeability curves are repeatedly 

tuned by using the CMG CMOST module until good agreements are obtained between the 

simulated and the measured results. 
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where Qw and Qo are respectively the water and oil production rates; k is the absolute 

permeability; kro and krw are the oil and water relative permeability, respectively; A is the 

cross-sectional area of the sandpack model; o  and w  are respectively the viscosity of 
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oil and water; L is the length of sandpack; and P  is the pressure drop between the model 

inlet and its outlet. 

 

The representation models of water and oil relative permeabilities embedded in the CMG 

simulator are formulated as (Sun and Mohanty, 2005; Li et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; 

Li and Yang, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; 2017; Zhang and Yang, 2013; 2014; Zhang, 2014): 
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where Krwiro is the water relative permeability at irreducible oil saturation; Krocw is the oil 

relative permeability at connate water saturation; Sw is water saturation; Swcrit and Swcon are 

respectively the critical water saturation and the connate water saturation; Soirw and Sorw 

are respectively irreducible oil saturation and residual oil saturation; and nw and no are the 

exponents for calculating the water and oil relative permeability, respectively. 

 

In Equations [4-4a] and [4-4b], the input parameters Swcon and Swcrit are commonly treated 

with the same value. Swcon and Swcrit are determined with their experimentally measured 

results, i.e., 1-Soi (initial oil saturation), and Soirw are equal to zero. For input parameters of 

Krwiro, Krocw, Sorw, nw, and no, they are treated as the tuned objectives which need to be 

assigned with initial values and reasonable upper and lower boundaries, and then 
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automatically tuned within such boundaries by using the CMG CMOST module. 

 

The simulation is performed for the entire flooding process including the first 3 PVs of 

brine injection (i.e., Stage #1), the middle 1 PV enzyme solution injection (i.e., Stage #2), 

and the last 2 PVs of brine injection (i.e., Stage #3). Considering the fact that the rock-

fluid properties of the simulation model are potentially changed before and after soaking 

the enzyme solution, relative permeability of oil and water can vary with different injection 

stages. Also, it has been observed from the measured oil production data that more oil is 

recovered during the last 2 PVs injection for most flooding scenarios, which is probably 

related with the altered rock-fluids properties. Therefore, two sets of relative permeability 

curves are respectively set for the early 4 PVs of injection (i.e., permeability curve set #I 

for Stages #1 and #2) and the late injection of 2 PVs (i.e., permeability curve set #Ⅱ for 

Stage #3). 

 

In order to implement the two sets of permeability curves in the simulation, the restart 

function of the simulator is applied when the injection stage changes from the early 4 PVs 

injection to the late 2 PVs injection. Accordingly, the history matching based on the 

CMOST module for each experimental scenario is performed with the major steps descried 

as follows: 

1). Build a simulation model using the CMG Builder module with detailed properties 
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of sandpack physical model, oil, and water and activate the setting of restart 

operation for the developed simulation model; 

2). Prepare the history files with the experimentally measured data and initialize the 

settings of the CMOST module before performing the history matching; 

3). Run the simulation model to reproduce the experimental measurements for the 

early injection of 4 PVs by using the CMOST module. Once completed, select 

the optimized cases, i.e., cases with the smallest deviations between the simulated 

and the measured results among all the simulated cases; 

4). Tune the relative permeability curves manually to further minimize the deviations 

between the simulated and the measured results based on the optimized cases 

selected in Step #3. Once finished, the tuned relative permeability curves can be 

identified as the optimized relative permeability curve set #I (for the first 4 PVs 

injection); and 

5). Restart the simulation from the end-time of the early injection of 4 PVs to perform 

the simulation for the last injection of 2 PVs based on the optimized cases 

obtained from Step #3, and then to match the experimental results for this 2 PVs 

injection through manually tuning the relative permeability curves. Once 

completed, the resulted relative permeability curves can be identified as the 

optimized relative permeability curve set #Ⅱ (for the last 2 PVs injection). 
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To sum up, water and oil relative permeability curves before and after implementing 

enzyme solution soaking can be obtained by reproducing the experimental measurements. 

Such relative permeability curves can subsequently be compared and analyzed to evaluate 

the effect of enzyme on heavy oil recovery for different experimental scenarios. To further 

evaluate the quality of the simulation, the simulated and the measured residual oil 

saturation distribution along the length of sandpack model (i.e., Sor profiles) is compared 

for all the simulated scenarios. 

 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 History matching 

Water (represented by water cut) and oil production data and the production well 

bottomhole pressure are selected as input constraints of the simulation model. The pressure 

drop between the model inlet and outlet is to be matched by tuning the relative 

permeability curves. As can be seen in Figure 4-2a, there exists excellent agreements 

between the measured oil recovery factor together with water cut and their simulated 

results for Scenario #1, which means that excellent history matching has been achieved 

and the simulation model has been calibrated. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 4-2b, there exists an excellent agreement between the measured 

(symbol) and simulated (solid line) pressure drop for Scenarios #1, i.e., an early-time peak 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
 
 
 

Figure 4-2 (a) Measured and simulated oil recovery and water cut and (b) pressure drop 
for Scenario #1 
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in pressure drop is followed by a long tail with a much smaller magnitude, and the 

residence time of such an early peak is quite similar. Besides, certain deviations are also 

observed, i.e., the simulated pressure drop, which is basically consistent to the estimations 

by using the Darcy’s law, is higher than the measured data. The slightly low measured 

pressure drop may be ascribed to some experimental uncertainties, such as the non-

uniform displacement (or viscous fingering) associated with high flow channels at early 

time, or the existence of air or other obstacles inside the tube connecting the model inlet 

and the pressure transducer, which weakens the transmission of pressure from the model 

inlet to the pressure transducer. In addition, the limited length of the high permeable 

sandpack model also leads to difficulties to accurately measure the pressure drop between 

its two ends. Similarly, consistent patterns associated with recovery factor and pressure 

drop are also observed for Scenario #2 (see Figures 4-3a and 4-3b). 

 

Except for Figure 4-4a of Scenario #3, its pressure drop has not been well matched (see 

Figure 4-4b) since the measured pressure drop is somewhat abnormally higher. In addition 

to the highest early peak, the followed section is undulant and higher than the simulated 

values. This is explainable and the possible reasons has been previously provided in 

Chapter 3, i.e., 1) a higher flow resistance resulted from the mitigated water fingering by 

increasing temperature to 70℃; and 2) an abnormally higher water injection rate 
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(b) 

 

 
Figure 4-3 (a) Measured and simulated oil recovery and water cut and (b) pressure drop 
for Scenario #2 
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(b) 

 

 
Figure 4-4 (a) Measured and simulated oil recovery and water cut and (b) pressure drop 
for Scenario #3 
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(compared to the injection rate from the syringe pump) at the model inlet caused by the 

unsmooth mechanical pushing of the piston inside the injection cylinder. For example, 

abnormal high frictions between the piston and the cylinder inner wall (caused by certain 

impurities in the cylinder) firstly slows down the speed of the piston movement, while the 

piston will move abnormally fast to cause a high injection rate into the sandpack model 

with the release of the high pressure. 

 

As for Scenario #4, consistent patterns associated with recovery factor and pressure drop 

are also found with those of Scenarios #1 and #2 (see Figures 4-5a and 4-5b). In addition, 

for Scenarios #1, #2, and #4 with an observable positive effect of enzyme on oil recovery, 

there is a slight rise of pressure drop at the beginning of the last injection of 2 PVs brine, 

which is reasonable considering the flow resistance increased to a small level with the 

slightly reduced water cut. Such a change in pressure drop is so small that it cannot be 

observed from the experimental measurements. Overall, it can be concluded that the 

sandpack displacement experiments can be well emulated by the numerical simulation as 

good agreements between the measured and the simulated results have been achieved 

through tuning the relative permeability curves. 

 

4.2.2 Residual oil saturation profiles  

As an important simulation result, the simulated residual oil saturation Sor profiles along  
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Figure 4-5 (a) Measured and simulated oil recovery and water cut and (b) pressure drop 
for Scenario #4 
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the sandpack length after the oil production processes are exported from the simulations. 

Then, the measured and simulated Sor profiles are compared in Figure 4-6a to Figure 4-

6d for Scenarios #1-#4, respectively. A good consistency can be observed between the 

measured and simulated Sor profiles though minor deviations exist, confirming that the 

simulation model is able to accurately reproduce the experimental measurements. Also, it 

is clearly observed from these figures that, by increasing the temperature from 20℃ to 

70℃, the average Sor of both simulation results and experimental measurements keeps 

decreasing as the oil becomes less viscous which is easy to be displaced towards the outlet, 

indicating a significant temperature effect on heavy oil recovery. 

 

In addition, the distributions of residual oil saturation for the sandpack can be exported 

from the simulations. In order to better illustrate the tendencies of Sor changes, a 

representative layer in the simulated model is selected, which is the highlighted layer 

containing both the injector and the producer (see Figure 4-7). Figure 4-8 presents the 

simulated distribution of residual oil saturation of the selected layer for Scenario #1. 

Similar to the Sor profile shown in Figure 4-6a, it can be observed that the Sor of the 

simulation model has an increasing trend from the injection well to the production well, 

which indicates that the sweeping area of injection side by enzyme solution is larger than 

that of production side, and the reservoir of the injection portion is flushed more 

thoroughly than that of the production portion. 
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Figure 4-6 Measured and simulated residual oil saturation distributions for (a) Scenario 
#1; (b) Scenario #2; (c) Scenario #3; and (d) Scenario #4 
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Figure 4-7 A representative layer selected to present the residual oil saturation 
distributions 
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Figure 4-8 Simulated residual oil saturation distribution of Scenario #1 
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Similarly, a consistent pattern of simulated Sor distributions is also found for Scenario #2 

(see Figure 4-9). Moreover, it can be observed from Figures 4-8 and 4-9 that there exists 

a difference in the average Sor between Scenarios #1 and #2. Such a difference is mainly 

because of the lower viscosity induced by a higher temperature of Scenario #2 (i.e., 45℃), 

which also proves that the ultimate oil recovery of Scenario #2 is higher than that of 

Scenario #1. Although the enzyme has a poor performance, the average Sor of Scenario #3 

is still the highest among those of all scenarios (see Figure 4-10), which proves the fact 

that temperature dominates the overall recovery of heavy oil. As for Scenario #4, it is 

operated at the same temperature (i.e., 20℃) as Scenario #1 with a different concentration 

of enzyme solution. Compared to Scenario #1, a similar Sor distribution but a higher 

average Sor for Scenario #4 (see Figure 4-11) indicates that the higher concentration of the 

enzyme solution results in a larger ultimate oil recovery. 

 

4.2.3 Fluid saturation distributions 

Figure 4-12 depicts saturation distribution of the simulated displacing fluid (including 

brine and enzyme solution used to displace oil in the sandpack model) for Scenario #1 

after enzyme flooding process. The layer for simulating fluid saturation distributions is 

the same as the one selected for Sor distribution profiles (see Figure 4-7). It is obvious that 

the displacing fluid saturation distribution of Scenario #1 has a contrary tendency 

compared with the Sor distribution (see Figure 4-8), which is relatively higher on the  
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Figure 4-9 Simulated residual oil saturation distribution of Scenario #2 
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Figure 4-10 Simulated residual oil saturation distribution of Scenario #3 
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Figure 4-11 Simulated residual oil saturation distribution of Scenario #4 
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Figure 4-12 Simulated displacing fluid saturation distribution of Scenario #1 after enzyme 
flooding 
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injection side and lower on the production side. 

 

For Scenarios #2 - #4 (see Figure 4-13 to Figure 4-15), the aforementioned tendencies 

contrary to that of Scenario #1 can be observed. The decreasing average fluid saturations 

from Scenario #1 to Scenario #3 confirm the effect of temperatures on ultimate oil 

recoveries, while the lower average fluid saturation of Scenario #4 compared with that of 

Scenario #1 indicates enzyme solution concentrations has positive effects on ultimate oil 

recoveries. 

 

4.2.4 Pressure distributions 

The simulated pressure distributions for Scenario #1 after enzyme flooding process is 

presented in Figure 4-16. The layer selected for simulation is also the highlighted layer in 

Figure 4-7. An obvious pressure drop can be observed from the injection well to the 

production well. The pressure at the injection well is approximately 254 kPa. while the 

pressure near the production well is equal to 200 kPa due to the existence of the BPR. 

 

As for Scenario #2, a higher experimental temperature (i.e., 45℃) results in a lower oil 

viscosity compared with that of Scenario #1, which provides a lower flowing resistance 

of the displacing fluid. Thus, the pressure at the injection well is lower than that of 

Scenario #1 (see Figures 4-16 and 4-17). Similarly, the pressure drop of Scenario #3  
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Figure 4-13 Simulated displacing fluid saturation distribution of Scenario #2 after enzyme 
flooding 
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Figure 4-14 Simulated displacing fluid saturation distribution of Scenario #3 after enzyme 
flooding 
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Figure 4-15 Simulated displacing fluid saturation distribution of Scenario #4 after enzyme 
flooding 
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Figure 4-16 Simulated pressure distribution after enzyme flooding of Scenario #1 
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Figure 4-17 Simulated pressure distribution after enzyme flooding of Scenario #2 
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(see Figure 4-18) is the lowest among all scenarios. It is also observed that the pressure 

drop of Scenario #4 (see Figure 4-19) is slightly higher than that of Scenario #1 at the 

same temperature. This is mainly because that more produced oil mixed into the displacing 

fluid increases the average viscosity of the whole displacement system. 

 

4.2.5 Relative permeability curves 

Figures 4-20 to 4-23 plot the optimized relative permeability curves (i.e., permeability 

curve set #1 and set #2) of water and oil for Scenarios #1-#4, respectively. For all these 

scenarios, the relative permeability curves are observed with an obvious pattern, i.e., krw 

curve is located much lower than that of kro and the Sw of the two-curves intersection point 

is larger than 0.5, indicating the surface of sand grain tends to be water-wet (Ding et al., 

2019; Shi et al., 2021). Remarkable changes of the relative permeability curves can be 

found before (brine injection) and after implementing enzyme injection and soaking. After 

soaking enzyme solution, the aforementioned pattern of the relative permeability curves 

becomes more significant, that is, kro is improved effectively under a wide range of water 

saturations while krw is lowered slightly, making the intersection point move towards right-

hand-side. In other words, the injection of enzyme solution changes the wettability of 

sand-surface to be more water-wet to a certain level. As shown in Figures 4-20 to 4-23, 

the wettability alteration is found to be most significant for Scenario #2 (see Figure 4-21), 

and then for Scenarios #4 (see Figure 4-23) and #1 (see Figure 4-21), which is consistent  
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Figure 4-18 Simulated pressure distribution after enzyme flooding of Scenario #3 
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Figure 4-19 Simulated pressure distribution after enzyme flooding of Scenario #4 
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Figure 4-20 Water and oil relative permeability curves of Scenario #1 
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Figure 4-21 Water and oil relative permeability curves of Scenario #2 
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Figure 4-22 Water and oil relative permeability curves of Scenario #3 
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Figure 4-23 Water and oil relative permeability curves of Scenario #4 
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to the different levels of the positive effect of enzyme on heavy oil recovery for these 

scenarios. However, there is no large difference between the relative permeability curve 

set #I and set #Ⅱ for Scenario #3 as shown in Figure 4-22, which is also consistent to the 

unfavorable EOR effect of enzyme solution for such a scenario. Thus, it can be concluded 

from the permeability curves that enzyme injection is able to change the sandpack to be 

more water-wet under most conditions. 

 

Compared Scenario #1 with Scenario #4 (see Figures 4-20 and 4-23), enzyme solution 

with concentration of 1.00 wt% is found to be more capable of altering the wettability of 

sandpack than that of 0.25 wt%. As for Scenarios #1, #2, and #3 (see Figure 4-20 to Figure 

4-22), no obvious patterns are found for the effect of temperature on the relative 

permeability, though the wettability alteration by enzyme is the most significant at a 

temperature of 45℃. 

 

4.2.6 Oil recovery mechanisms 

In this study, the EOR mechanisms of enzyme solution injection has been identified as IFT 

reduction (Shi et al., 2021) and wettability alteration to be more water-wet, respectively, 

through direct experimental measurements and the numerical simulation, which are able 

to enhance oil recovery at the pore-scale level. To better understand this, these two EOR 

mechanisms can be theoretically illustrated by analyzing a dimensionless group, i.e., 
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capillary number (NCa), as follows:  

cosCa

v
N


 

                               [4-7] 

where   is dynamic viscosity of displacing phase; v is the average flow velocity;   is 

the IFT of water-oil interface; and   is the contact angle. 

 

Capillary number is defined as the ratio of viscous force to capillary forces acting on the 

displaced phase (e.g., oil droplets) (see Equation [4-5]) (Chatzis and Morrow, 1984; 

Fulcher et al., 1985). NCa has been widely employed in petroleum engineering to evaluate 

the oil recovery mechanisms related with many types of EOR techniques such as surfactant 

flooding and chemical flooding. Typically, a larger capillary number is favorable as it can 

yield a higher oil displacing efficiency for an oil recovery process. As shown in Equation 

[4-7], the capillary number can be enlarged by decreasing water-oil IFT or increasing 

contact angle of oil droplets on the sand grain surface (becoming more water-wet). In this 

way, both IFT reduction and wettability alteration contribute positively to the enzyme-

assisted waterflooding processes.  

 

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

In this section, sensitivity analyses with respect to different temperatures and different slug 

sizes of enzyme injection are performed based on the developed simulation model to 

systematically evaluate the associated effects on the heavy oil recovery. More specifically, 
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in addition to the experimental temperatures (20℃, 45℃, and 70℃), a series of assumed 

temperatures including 28.3℃, 36.7℃, 53.3℃, and 61.7℃ are employed to simulate the 

sandpack displacement performance. It is noted that the assumed temperatures for 

sensitivity analysis are designed with the highest value (i.e., 61.7℃) but lower than the 

70℃ used in the experiment. This is ascribed to the fact that the enzyme used in this study 

may loss the effectiveness on EOR at a very high temperature (e.g., 70℃), as indicated by 

the experimental results of Scenario #3. Oil viscosities under these assumed temperatures 

are calculated according to the temperature-viscosity measurements (see Table 3-2) (Ding 

et al., 2019) and subsequently input in the simulation model. For a newly assumed 

temperature, the corresponding relative permeability curves of water and oil are assigned 

with those curves obtained previously (i.e., history matched) under the experiment 

temperature closes to such an assumed temperature. In addition to the injection scheme 

(i.e., 3 PVs brine plus 1 PV enzyme plus 2 PVs brine) of the conducted experiments, new 

injection schemes including (1) 1 PV brine plus 5 PVs enzyme; (2) 2 PVs brine plus 4 PVs 

enzyme; (3) 4 PVs brine plus 2 PVs enzyme; and (4) 5 PVs brine plus 1 PV enzyme under 

the three experimental temperatures (20℃, 45℃, and 70℃) are selected for the new 

simulation scenarios. Similarly, the two sets of previously history-matched relative 

permeability curves, i.e., brine injection based and post-flush (after enzyme soaking) based 

curves, are employed for the two flooding stages of the new simulation scenarios. In 

addition, considering the history matched relative permeability curves applied for the 
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simulation scenarios of the sensitivity analysis are obtained on the basis of the 

experimental measurements with an enzyme concentration of 0.25 wt% (i.e., Scenarios 

#1-3), thus, all of these scenarios are designed with a consistent enzyme concentration of 

0.25 wt%. The detailed simulation scenarios for the sensitivity analysis are summarized in 

Table 4-1. 

 

Figure 4-24 plots the cumulative oil recovery versus injection volume under different 

temperatures (i.e., Scenarios #5-8). It is found that the oil recovery during the first 4 PVs 

injection (before soaking enzyme) monotonously increases with the increased temperature 

from 20℃ to 70℃. Physically, such an effect is ascribed to the fact that the increased 

temperature reduces heavy oil viscosity and improves the mobility ratio of water and oil 

(Mokheimer et al., 2019). However, the effect of temperature on the ultimate oil recovery 

after the last 2 PVs enzyme solution injection is found to be more complicated, i.e., the 

ultimate recovery factor increases from 22.05% to 45.69% as the temperature increases 

from 20℃ to 53.3℃, indicating that the effect of enzyme injection on EOR is so significant 

that average recovery factor increments of 0.38% per degree of temperature increment 

can be seen. The temperature of 53.3℃ yields the highest oil recovery factor together with 

the most remarkable enzyme effect on oil recovery. This is attributed to the fact that 53.3℃ 

is high enough to greatly reduce the oil viscosity but still not over high to inactivate the 

effect of enzyme on EOR. Nevertheless, a continuous increase of temperature from 53.3℃   
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Table 4-1 Simulation scenarios of sensitivity analysis 
 

Scenario # Temperature (℃) Injection scheme 
Enzyme solution 

concentration (wt%) 
5 28.3 3 PVs brine+1 PV enzyme+2 PVs brine 0.25 
6 36.7 3 PVs brine +1 PV enzyme +2 PVs brine 0.25 
7 53.3 3 PVs brine +1 PV enzyme +2 PVs brine 0.25 
8 61.7 3 PVs brine +1 PV enzyme +2 PVs brine 0.25 
9 20 6 PVs enzyme 0.25 
10 20 2 PVs brine +4 PVs enzyme 0.25 
11 20 3 PVs brine +3 PVs enzyme 0.25 
12 20 5 PVs brine +1 PV enzyme 0.25 
13 20 6 PVs brine 0.25 
14 45 6 PVs enzyme 0.25 
15 45 2 PVs brine +4 PVs enzyme 0.25 
16 45 3 PVs brine +3 PVs enzyme 0.25 
17 45 5 PVs brine +1 PV enzyme 0.25 
18 45 6 PVs brine 0.25 
19 70 6 PVs enzyme 0.25 
20 70 2 PVs brine +4 PVs enzyme 0.25 
21 70 3 PVs brine +3 PVs enzyme 0.25 
22 70 5 PVs brine +1 PV enzyme 0.25 
23 70 6 PVs brine 0.25 
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Figure 4-24 Simulated recovery factor at different temperatures 
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to 61.7℃ and further to 70℃ firstly decreases and then increases the ultimate oil recovery 

to the values of 39.61% and 41.05%, and the associated enzyme effect tends to be 

disappeared. This is mainly because the EOR effect of enzyme at very high temperature 

vanishes but the temperature increase still enhances oil production. 

 

Figure 4-25 displays the cumulative oil recovery of different slug sizes of enzyme solution 

at the temperature of 20℃ (i.e., Scenarios #9-13). Compared with the brine only injection, 

the injection of brine followed by an enzyme solution slug results in more produced oil, 

and the larger slug size of enzyme yields a higher ultimate oil recovery. As previously 

illustrated, the interaction between enzyme and the sand grain surface alters the sandpack 

wettability to be more water-wet and thus enhances the oil relative permeability. The effect 

of enzyme slug size on oil recovery can be essentially understood by the fact that a larger 

slug size of enzyme injection ensures a longer existence of the favorable condition for 

producing oil. Similar observations are found on the ultimate oil recovery curve at the 

temperature of 45℃ (i.e., Scenarios #14-18) (see Figure 4-26). However, the change of 

the slug size of enzyme seems to have no significant effect on the oil recovery at 

temperature of 70℃ (i.e., Scenario #19-23) (see Figure 4-27). It can be concluded that the 

effect of enzyme at the temperature of 45℃ has the most significant effect on oil recovery, 

followed by 20℃, and 70℃. Such a difference can be explained by the inconsistent effects 

of enzyme on the water-oil relative permeabilities under the three temperatures. 
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Figure 4-25 Recovery factors of six cases at the temperature of 20℃ 
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Figure 4-26 Recovery factors of six scenarios at the temperature of 45℃ 
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Figure 4-27 Recovery factors of six scenarios at the temperature of 70℃ 
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Taking the ultimate oil recovery of the pure brine injection as the benchmark, the oil 

recovery increments (i.e., additional oil recovery contributed by enzyme) obtained from 

all the simulation scenarios are summarized in Figure 4-28, where the aforementioned 

effect of temperature and enzyme slug size on oil recovery is clearly observed, i.e., the 

enzyme effect on oil recovery is found to be positive at the temperature of 20℃ and 45℃, 

while such an effect becomes negative at 70℃, indicating that 70℃ may be out of the 

applicable temperature range for the enzyme. In addition, the larger the enzyme slug size 

is, the more remarkable effect of enzyme on oil recovery will be. 

 

To sum up, oil recovery performance is sensitive to both temperature and the slug size of 

enzyme injection, while the associated effect on oil recovery can be reasonably explained. 

In practice, a moderately high temperature such as about 45℃-55℃ is probably 

appropriate when taking considerations of both the impact of temperature on EOR and the 

associated thermal or operational cost, i.e., the thermal cost may be more acceptable while 

the enzyme’s performance is desirable. Though the larger slug size of enzyme yields more 

produced oil, brine flooding followed by a moderate slug size of enzyme injection may be 

preferred considering the balance of the oil recovery and the associated enzyme costs. 
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Figure 4-28 The incremental oil recoveries under different flooding scenarios compared 
to that of the base case (i.e., brine flooding) 
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4.4 Summary 

By using the CMG simulator and its CMOST module, numerical simulations have been 

conducted to reproduce all the experimental measurements and identify the underlying 

EOR mechanisms associated with the enzyme-assisted hot waterflooding processes. The 

simulations in this study can well capture the recovery mechanisms since good agreements 

have been obtained between the simulated results and the experimental measurements, 

including pressure drop of the sandpack model from its inlet to outlet, recovery factor, 

water cut, and the residual oil saturation profiles along the sandpack model. Based on the 

history matched water-oil relative permeability curves of most experimental scenarios, it 

is observed that oil relative permeability can be effectively increased while water relative 

permeability reduces insignificantly with the addition of enzyme in brine injection, 

altering the sand-surface from oil-wet to more water-wet. Among all the displacement 

scenarios, such a wettability alteration is observed most pronounced for Scenario #2 (i.e., 

0.25 wt% enzyme solution injected at 45ºC). Overall, the simulations in this chapter 

provide a better understanding to the displacement experiments, clarifying the underlying 

EOR mechanism of enzyme solution as IFT reduction and wettability alteration, which 

greatly increase the capillary number and thus effectively improve the displacement 

efficiency of heavy oil from the displacement experiments. 
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CHAPTER 5  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this study, sandpack flooding experiments with enzyme solutions have been conducted 

under different temperatures and enzyme concentrations to investigate their effect on 

heavy oil recovery. Numerical simulations have also been performed to reproduce 

experimental measurements for all scenarios, while sensitivity analysis has been 

conducted to further identify the recovery mechanisms associated with the enzyme- 

assisted hot waterflooding processes in heavy oil reservoirs. The major conclusions can be 

summarized as follows: 

1).  Compared with brine injection, enzyme solution injection can effectively enhance 

heavy oil recovery at a high water cut; 

2).  Among all the selected experimental conditions, the scenario (i.e., Scenario #2) 

with a temperature of 45℃ and 0.25 wt% enzyme concentration yields the highest 

oil recovery of 2.69% recovery factor per PV of the post-flush. Such experimental 

conditions are potentially as a good choice for applying enzyme in hot water 

injection; 

3).  Temperature dominates the ultimate oil recovery for all the scenarios since the 

highest oil recovery is obtained as 40.76% at the temperature of 70℃; however, 

such a high temperature may not be suitable for heavy oil recovery using enzyme 
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since its performance at 70℃ is not as good as those at 20℃ and 45℃;  

4).  It is found that the application of enzyme is able to change the sand grain surface 

to be more water-wet from the tuned relative permeability curves in the numerical 

simulation. Thus, wettability alteration and the IFT reduction are identified as the 

two major EOR mechanisms of the enzyme flooding experiments; and 

5).  The experimental and numerical simulation results indicate that enzyme-assisted 

thermal water injection have been proved with great potentials in heavy oil 

recovery. 

 

5.2 Recommendation 

This study aims to experimentally evaluate the EOR performance of the enzyme solution 

on heavy oil recovery accompanied with thermal approaches as well as identify the 

associated oil recovery mechanisms. Enzyme solution concentration and temperature are 

treated as two major parameters which can be adjusted to identify the most reasonable 

operating conditions for enhancing heavy oil recovery. In this work, 0.25 wt% enzyme 

solution has been employed with three temperatures of 20℃, 45℃, and 70℃, while 1.00 

wt% concentration has only been examined at 20℃. To further and better understand 

heavy oil recovery processes by using enzyme solution, future work is recommended as 

follows: 

1).  By using the ADSA technique, the IFT of the systems of heavy oil/different 
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concentrated enzyme solutions needs to be measured at reservoir temperature 

rather than the room temperature; 

2).  Considering the 1.00 wt% enzyme solution has only been employed at 20℃, more 

displacement scenarios for such a concentration at different temperatures (e.g., 

45℃, and 70℃) shall be designed for displacement experiments and adsorption 

quantification; and 

3).  Depending on the performance of the 0.25 wt% and 1.00 wt% of enzyme, higher 

concentrations (e.g., 5.00 wt%) need to be employed under different temperatures 

of 20℃, 45℃, and 70℃. Once all the scenarios are completed, more favorable 

operation conditions (i.e., a suitable combination of temperature and enzyme 

solution concentration) shall be identified towards the highest oil recovery together 

with a maximized EOR performance of enzyme solution. 
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